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The most famous hairdresser in the world tells his Vidal Sassoon's incredible life has taken him
from an impoverished childhood to global fame as the story fascinating life then discusses his
extraordinary career, slick sharp reducing took the style world by storm. His memoir He also
shares the passions that drive him&#151;surprising and often moving stories of his early
existence&#151;his time at the Spanish & Portuguese Jewish Orphanage in Maida Vale, fighting
fascists in London's East End, and fighting in the army of the fledgling state of Israel in the past
due 1940s. The dad of modern hairdressing, whose compelling including Mary Quant, Grace
Coddington, Twiggy, Rita Hayworth, and Mia Farrow; and became a global brand. founded the
hairdressing college that still bears his name; launched salons all over the world;begins
with architecture and beautiful females, Israel and anti-Semitism, family members ties and
season tickets at Chelsea. He where he cut the hair of everyone who was
anyone&#151;reinvented the artwork of memoir of an authentic fashion icon who hairdressing.
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Sassoon changed haircutting forever.. I found it after viewing "Vidal Sassoon: The Movie," a
fantastic documentary. Mr. I loved his publication and bought another duplicate for my own
locks dresser. I recommend. I will become reading this again, and will be buying the hardcover. I
couldn't put the reserve down. As for the inevitable parade of celebrity customers, I found it just a
little boring, but Perhaps that's the component that lots of of the book's readership have got a
genuine hankering for, in which particular case they will not become disappointed. I had not been
disappointed. I also discovered some reasons for having the hair slicing business and Mr. I have
been a hairstylist for almost 15 years rather than knew anything about him as a guy, only an
artist. They were also engaging subjects. Entertaining and Undemanding Autobiography I bought
this publication because I wanted to find out more on the subject of Vidal Sassoon's early
lifestyle and how he overcame the impoverished circumstances of his youth to become an
international success. I was relocated by his rise from humble conditions by dint of effort and by
his hunger for learning. Sassoon was an extraordinary man and I believed it was a privilege to get
to know more about him, in his own words, through this amusing and undemanding
autobiography. Vidal THE PERSON behind the scissors Vidal Sassoon, was the most inovative
hair stylist ever. I knew the subject and it was very accurate in terms of the facts I knew, along
with providing more information -- it was more of an extremely candid auto-biography, which also
put into its merit. I knew Vidal Sassoon was a groundbreaking hair stylist but never imagined I
would end up being so riveted by the tale of his lifestyle and by his voice..Can't wait to find out
her reaction too.Such an excellent true story, I truly enjoyed every part of his hard functioning life,
his travels his hair products and all he did for his industry.. He was so much more than someone
who "cuts hair" he's a legend and resided a life from rags to riches, he helped many stylists and
was a philthropist...His love for man kind, a wonderful , lively story. Sassoon was the person.
Extrodinary! Would have liked if it experienced a bit more about his cutting technique. Being a
hairdresser I've heard most of the stories about this great man. What this publication shared was
his personal life struggles and what an incredibly media savvy man he was he didn't simply have
the talent but the brains to be the success he was.. Groovy '60s London. Fascinating Well
crafted, extremely interesting, I'd read this book again. I really loved scanning this extremely
thoughtfully written autobiography. Sassoon's singular part in transforming women's hair styles
in the 1960s. Sassoon single-handedly modernized hairstyling in the twentieth hundred years
and all hair salons today bear the impress of that revolution. I highly recommend this to a person
with curiosities of hairstyling, pop culture, old Hollywood, WWII history, really now there is
something for everyone!a fascinating man that lived an incredible and well lived life Master
artist!. Very good Well written and incredibly interesting..! Very much enjoyed hearing about how
exactly he got his begin and what was happening in London in the day. Vidal was a man of his
time and ahead of his time. Excellent Read! This is a surprisingly thoughtful autobiography by
Vidal Sassoon.. A worthwhile read, no doubt. Interesting read Good quality Almost brand new
Good quality Almost completely new Great service, great price The book was in mint condition
and excellent price and provided good, detailed and valuable insight into the advertising side of
Vidal Sassoon, that was not found in other books. I found his autobiography, therefore
interesting, I was raised along with his inovative techinal hairstyles, but knew nothing of his life.
The writing was clear, very readable and moving. The book and the movie both capture the
excitement of London in the sixties.
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